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I often get asked for tips about Paris. But living in a city is so different
to visiting, that I often have trouble answering. So I wanted to put
together a little list of places and services you might find helpful if you
are planning a trip to Paris, especially with the whole family.
Complete Paris a fabulous concierge service which will organise as
much as you need. Ali, the lovely owner, has children herself so she
is very aware of the needs of families travelling to Paris. She can
organise trustworthy English speaking babysitters, pick-ups in cars
with car seats, recommend shows - basically take a lot of the stress
out of the trip, so you can enjoy Paris.
Chic Shopping Paris - Rebecca is a dear friend of mine, who has
been running some of the best shopping tours around Paris for years.
(Rebecca also was a correspondent for Babyccino many moons ago,
when she lived in Washington for a brief period). She has excellent
taste and is super personable, so it is a great experience. You will
definitely discover some of the hidden shopping treasures of Paris.

The Food Lover's Guide to Paris - This is an excellent App in English
specialising in anything to do with food in Paris. It lists some fabulous
restaurants, markets and shops and it very easy to navigate. It is
great if you want to find great French food in your area and don't
know where to start.
Paris Velo C'est Sympa - Paris is getting much more accessible for
bicycles, especially on Sundays, when the quais along the Seine are
closed of for cars. Sometimes it is nice, especially when the sun is
shining, to discover Paris overground, rather than travelling
everywhere by metro. This place rents bicycles by the day and also
rents out kids seats for the bicycles, and tandem bikes.
Paris Taxi - I've used this company a few times as they are some of
the few taxi companies to provide child seats. They were mainly good
for airplane pick up and drop off, rather than travelling within Paris.
Velib' - The Velib' almost doesn't need an introduction: these bicycles
dotted around the city are now so part of Parisians everyday life, one
hardly notices them. Velib' is now the largest bike-sharing network in
the world. Since the Velib' scheme started, cycling around Paris has
become much easier and the crazy drivers and cyclists are starting to
co-exist in fragile harmony. The Velib's are a great way for getting
around Paris, which, when you actually get onto a bicycle, is a
relatively small city.
I would love to hear if you have any other tips to add onto my list!
- Emilie
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